Print, Insert, Monitor, Audit.

Do it all with uTrack™ and DRS™.

Sensible Technologies and Transformations have come together to provide a simple and affordable ADF solution for mailers.

THE AUTOMATED DOCUMENT FACTORY SOLUTION

- Job and Piece Level Tracking
- Automated Reprints
- 100% Verification
- Simplicity and easy rollout
- ADF= Automated Document Factory

Tracking a mail piece can be a daunting task. There are a lot of vendors out there with multiple solutions. Document Composition Software, Print manufacturers, Inserters, Camera providers, Tracking Software – everyone has a partial solution.

uTrack™ from Transformations provides workflow processing and tracking from within the Uluro suite of products. By the use of dashboards, you can easily keep up with the entire production process. You will be able to see the print job as it moves through your shop. These interactive dashboards give you the ability to track each piece as it is processing, printed, and inserted. By simply clicking on the document, you can even see the actual document in a separate window.

KEY FEATURES of uTrack™ and DRS™

- Print Creation & Delivery
- Output Verification
- Automated Reprints
- Complete Visibility & Tracking
- Operator Efficiency
- Web Portal Tracking
- Reduce or eliminate manual verification
- Faster performance with fewer errors
- Real-time piece-level reporting
- Networkable to grow with your business
- Data Input & Validation
- Postal Automation
- Job Tickets
- Barcoding

Take the first step in gaining control, setting business rules and reducing the cost of critical mail delivery by talking to Sensible Technologies about uTrack/DRS solution for ADF made simple.
The information from the Uluro system is fully integrated in Sensible Technologies’ Document Reliability System (DRS). DRS™ delivers better service to your customers through automated mail piece verification by utilizing an innovative camera system to read and report each document as it is processed, providing correct sequence assurance, and producing a full audit trail verifying each envelope’s completion.

The system allows you to quickly identify and fix any double stuffs, missing documents, or insertion errors mid-stream without compromising the production process or audit trail. However, DRS does not stop at a single source database system. DRS takes it a step further by providing a full Performance Measurement Tracking system with archive reports. Tracking operator performance, machine uptime and job audit data is the single reason why DRS is the best system in the market. DRS output verification solutions can be deployed on any inserter regardless of manufacturer and or mailing system to provide 100% mail verification to ensure piece level accuracy.

The uTrack/DRS solution gives you fully functional ADF. You don’t have to worry about interfacing the various systems together. The hard work has been done. Are you ready to take the next step to eliminate errors today?